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surnames of chitpavans with gotra kokanastha com the - surnames of chitpavans the surnames are indexed as per
roman script and the most common spellings used in english if some of you spell your surname differently please contact us
and we shall be happy to add the new entry the gotra of the surname is opposite the surname click on the gotra to find out
fellow gotra surnames, appendix indian surnames chitpavan wiktionary - appendix indian surnames chitpavan the
following is a list of surnames of the chitpavan konkanastha brahmins of the state of maharashtra in india, surnames of
chitpavans with gotra kokanastha com the - the informative web site about the chitpavan brahmin community from india,
brahminpedia brahmin surnames list - bengali brahmin surnames list bengali brahmins are those who have origins in the
west bengal tripura bangladesh and parts of jharkhand at one time bengali brahmins were famous for their scholarship
erudition and nationalism and produced the likes of shri shri ramakirshna 1 rabindranath thakur 2 chaitanya mahaprabhu 3
raghunandan bhattacharya panchanan tarkaratna 4 ishwarchandra vidyasagar 5 etc, chitpavan brahman encyclopedia
com - since 1914 fifty five books covering the histories of forty seven kulas and involving in total 80 surnames have been
published offering an unusual opportunity to study changes in occupation and location the nature of household gods the
marriage patterns etc of these chitpavan families
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